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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
FRANK HENRY, OF BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT.
IMPROVEMENT IN CoRDERS F OR SEWING-MACH NES.
Specification forming part of Letters Patent No. 42,657, dated May 10 1864.

To all whom it may concern:
Beitknown that I, FRANKEENRY, of Bridge
port, in the county of Fairfield, in the State
of Connecticut, have invented a certain new
and useful Improvement in Corders for use on
Sewing-Machines; and I do hereby declare
that the following is a full and exact descrip
tion thereof.

The accompanying drawings form a part of
this specification and show the novel parts,
with so much of the other parts as is neces
sary to exhibit their relation thereto. I prefer
that general construction and arrangement of
the parts of the machine(not represented) which
is adopted in the machines known as “Wheel
er & Wilson's,” but any other construction
may serve nearly as well. My invention re
lates entirely to the parts represented.
Figure 1 is a front view of the presser-bar
and its connections, showing my corder at
tached ready for use. The dark lines show the
parts in the position maintained in cording
very thick stuff. The red outlines indicate
the position of the lower faces of some of the
parts in cording thin material. Fig. 2 is a ver.
tical section on line S S in Fig. 1; and Fig. 3
is a plan view. The dark lines show the po
sition of the parts in cording along a straight
line. The red outline shows one of the posi
tions
it may assume in cording around curves
or angles.
Similar letters of reference indicate like

out in the presser-foot B. A portion of its

under surface, e, projects considerably below
B, as represented.
G is a screw tapped into E, and forms a
swiveling joint for the plate H and its connec
tions I, I, J, and K. The latter, K, is a short
tube, through which the cord M is delivered.
J is a piece to which K is brazed or other
wise firmly secured, and II are screws tapped
into H. These screws stand in a slot in the
piece J and allow the position of H and J to
be adjusted relatively each to the other. I
lead the cord M through a slight guide, j, on
its way from the spool (not represented) to the
delivering-tube K. The ordinary notches are
produced in the under face of the part which
rests on the goods to guide the cord.
I have not deemed it necessary to represent
the position of the goods to which the cord is
to be sewed. It will be seen that my machine
or device is adapted to perform all the func
tions of ordinary corders, and to allow all the
modifications which may be required, while it
differs from all before known in the fact that
it involves the two important fulactions of
moving vertically, as required, and also swiv
eling.
It is not necessary to the success of my in
vention that the part E and its attachments G
HIJ K be made at the same time or by the
same maker as the other parts, BA, &c., to
which these connect. I propose to construct
my novel parts so as to be sold separately
and adapted, like the construction represent
ed, to be slid into any forked presser-foot
which is adapted to receive the glass piece now
in use; but I do not confine myself to such a
form of the piece E. I can attach my device
by making the whole presser-foot B removal
ble, and removing it and attaching my piece
E. by a screw, or otherwise, directly to the
presser-bar A. In such case my piece Eshould
be longer and differently shaped, but it would
perform the same function as here represented.
Some of the advantages due to certain fea
tures or characteristics of my invention may
be separately enumerated as follows:
First. By reason of my cord-guide K being
mounted on the presser-bar it rises and sinks
therewith and adjusts itself to all thicknesses
of
goods; or, in other words, by reason of the
delivering-tube K being supported upon the

parts in all the figures.
To enable others skilled in the art to make
and use my invention, I will proceed to de
scribe its construction and operation by the
aid of the drawings and of the letters of ref.
erence marked thereon.
A is a presser-bar, and B the presser-foot,
mounted at the base of A, so as to rise and
sink therewith. The presser-foot B is forked
and grooved, as represented, in the same man
her as in preparing it to receive the well
known “glass’ foot-piece. The presser-bar A
is pressed down by a spring, (not represented,)
and is adapted to slide vertically through the
support C, and to be raised and held up at
Will against the tension of the spring by means
of the cam-bar D. All these parts are well
known and are arranged in the usual manner
relatively
and feed and to the
other partstoofthetheneedle
sewing-machine.
E is a piece of metal adapted to slide in aud presser-bar, so as to rise and sink therewith, it
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follows that it lies close to the cloth - plate
when thin materialis corded, and without any
labor adjusts its elevation to every thickness
of goods introduced.
Second. By reason of my cord-guide K be
ing allowed to swivel on the pivot G, which
is interposed between itself and the presser
bar A, it can be readily turned out of the way
in making corners or angles in the Work. In
other words, the delivering end of K being di
rectly in the line of the axis of the screw-G, it
follows that the swiveling part E I J K may
be pushed forward or backward by the opera
tor, so as to stand as indicated by the red out.
line, if required, in forming bends and corners
in the work, and the cord will always be de
livered aright and be secured by the stitches
in the right position.

-

Having now fully described my invention,
what I claim as new therein, and desire to se
cure by Letters Patent, is as follows:
1. Attaching the cord-guide Kto the presser

foot Or Dresser-bar of a sewing-machine, so

that it shall rise and sink there with to auto

matically adjust itself to the thickness of the
goods being worked, substantially as herein
Set forth.
2. The employment of a swivel-joint, G, be
tween the cord-guide K and the presser-foot
or presser-bar, when the cord-guide K is car
ried vertically with each movement of the
presser-bar, as herein set forth,
-

FRANK HENRY.

Witnesses:

R. E. HouGH,

CHAS. E. SHIELTON.

